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The present invention relates to arrangements 
for determining the distance of an object from 
a transmitter by utilising the refection of elec 
tromagnetic waves and comprising means for 
measuring the phase difference between the Wave 
leaving the transmitter and the contemporaneous 
Wave received at the transmitter after reflection 
from the object. 

In the near past, arrangements for locating 
objects have, for the reason of economy of power 
among other special reasons, used pulses (pref 
erably short sharp pulses) of repetition frequency 
which may in general be superSonic, to modulate 
a carrier Wave to obtain information regarding 
noving or Stationary obstacles at a distance, for 
example, an aircraft in fight. 
The present invention has for its end to pro 

vide improved arrangements for obtaining the 
distance of an object by utilising the reflection 
of electromagnetic waves and the measurement 
of a phase change occurring between the wave 
leaving the transmitter and its reception at the 
receiver after reflection at the object. 
The change in phase produced by the wave in 

travelling from the transmitter to the object and 
back to the receiver is a measure of the distance 
travelled, and when the transmitter and receiver 
are in close proximity to each other, the phase 
change represents twice the distance of the ob 
ject from the transmitter, for most practical pur 
pOSes. 
According to one feature of the invention, ar 

rangements for determining the distance of an 
object fron a transmitter by utilising the reflec 
tion of electromagnetic waves and comprising 
means for adjusting the frequency of the trans 
Initted wave until a Specific phase change occurs 
between the Fave received at a receiver directly 
froin the transmitter and the wave received at 
Said receiver after reflection from the object is 
characterised by further comprising means for 
vectorially adding at said receiver the energies 
of the waves directly received from the trans 
mitter and the contemporaneously received wave 
after reflection from said object, and means for 
automatically adjusting the frequency adjusting 
Iileans under the control of the vectorial sum of 
the Said energies. 
In carrying cut-this feature of the invention 

the frequency of the wave is adjusted so that 
the Vectorial Sun referred to is a minimum in 
Which case the phase change between the direct 
and reflected waves at the receiver is 180°. The 
frequency then is a measure of the distance of 
the object from the transmitter. 
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According to another feature of the inventori 

arrangements for determining the distance of an 
object from a transmitter by utilising the reflec 
tion of electromagnetic waves and measuring the 
phase change which occurs at a receiver between 
the wave directly received from the transmitter 
and the Wave received after reflection from the 
Said object comprises means for producing and 
transmitting two frequencies f1 and f2 and means 
for comparing the phases of the beat frequencies 
between f1 and f2 as received at a receiver di 
rectly from the transmitter and after reflection 
from said object. 
The following description in conjunction with 

the accompanying drawings will render the in 
vention clear. 
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a diagram illus 

trating the relative positions of the transmitter 
and receiver of the invention with respect to an 
object the distance of which from the transmitter 
is to be measured: 

Fig. 2 is a diagram of the waves received di 
rectly from the transmitter and those received 
by reflection from the object; 

Fig. 3 is a diagram showing the Sun with re. 
spect to frequency of the directly received waves 
and the waves received by reflection; 

Fig. 4 is a block diagram of the circuits of one 
embodiment of the invention; 

Fig. 5 is a diagram illustrating the beat note 
effect between two frequencies transmitted in ac 
Cordance with the invention; 

Fig. 6 is a diagram illustrating one manner of 
varying one frequency of the system utilizing two 
frequencies; 

Fig. 7 is a block diagram of the circuits of 
another embodiment of the invention; 

Fig. 8 is a circuit diagram of a portion of the 
arrangement of Fig. 4, showing a modified form; 

Fig. 9 is a circuit diagram of a portion of Fig. 
4 showing another modified form; 

Fig. 10 is a block diagram of still another form 
of the invention; 

Fig. 11 is a circuit diagram of a portion of the 
arrangement of Fig. 7 showing a modified form 
of the indicating device. 

In the airangements according to the inven 
tion continuous transmission and reception take 
place and consequently separation of the trans 
mitter and receiver are necessary but they may be 
kept in close proximity by using directive antenna 
arrayS. Fig. 1 shows in a general way the relative 
positions of the transmitter T and receiver R and 
the object O to be located, it being understood 
that the distance between the transmitter and re 
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ceiver may be very small with respect to the dis 
tance H. The distance H which is usually the 
distance required to be known can readily be 
determined on obtaining the time required for 
a radio signal to travel from the transmitter to 
the receiver via, the object- say it Sec.S. 
According to one embodiment of this inventioi). 

the carrier wave is modulated with a frequency 
F Such that 

the time of one half cycle, is equal to t. The 
relative ainplitudes of the transmitted Signal at 
the transmitter and receiver will the be aS 
shown in Fig. 2, where A shows the signal at the 
transnitter, and B the signal at the receiver dis 
placed in time by t secs. If rectified, the low fre 
quency current obtained will be just 80° out of 
phase with the signal used for modulating the 
carrier at the transmitter. These conditions can 
be readily observed, aind give a rigid relationship 
between H and F, the measurement of the latter 
affording a means of direct calibration for it. 
A method of determining the correct frequency 

is to add the modulating signals in the trafis 
mitter and demodulated signals in the receiver 
together, and note the frequency giving a nini 
mum resultant signal, that being When they are 
180° out of phase. 
Figure 3 shows the variation of resultant volt 

age with frequency on adding the phased trans 
initted and reflected received A. C. voltages to 
gether, F representing the completely out-of 
phase point. It will be observed that When fs and 
is are located one on either side of F, i. e. Whea 
f=F, the resultant Voltages are equal. 
Figure 4 shows schernatically, arrangerientS 

for obtaining these conditions of complete anti 
phase autoimatically and indicating the frequency 
at Which the said conditions are obtained. 

Referring to Fig. 4, is an adjustable fire 
quency oscillator whose frequency F can be in 
dicated as a voltage by frequency discriminator 
circuit 2 and indicator I. Any arioitirary fre 
quency from oscillator , say f, is nodulated 
preferably in a balanced nodulator 4 by a fire 
quency from oscillator 3, resulting in two side 
bands which are separated by filters 5 and 3, pro 
ducing the outputs fs, fg, respectively both of 
which are applied to modulate the transinitter 
T, the output from which is radiated towards the 
object O from antenina, TA. The output fron an 
tenna TA will this consist of a high frequency 
carrier waye amplitude nodulated by firequencies 
f5 and fo. 
The Waves after reflection from the object aire 

received by collector antenna, RA and fed to the 
receiver R. At the receiver R, these tWo toes 
f5, fis faceived aftar refectio aire Separated by 

IO 
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filliters and 3 and then at nodulator unitS or 
frequency mixer units and , respectively, the 
energies are added to energies of theii coire 
sponding frequencies from the outputS of filters 
5 and G. if frequency f, is at song firsquency 
other than at frequency F, as shown in Fig. 3, 
the outputs from inodulators and Will be in 
equal. The two output voltages froin modula O'S 
2 and aire rectified in rectifiers R. and R2, re 
Spectively, aind applied to differential circuit 
to obtain a differential output, which is applied 
to vary the frequency of oscillator until the 
output frequency is equal to frequency F, in 
which case, i, will be noted fron Figure 3, the 
output from nodulators 3 and a Will he equal, 

65 

4. 
and a stable condition will exist-With the in 
dicator I of the frequency discriminator circuit 2 
giving an indication of frequency F. 
The differential unit ray be a mechanical 

arrangelinent according to standard practice, or 
it may be electrica, use being a dise of the dif 
ferential output voltage taking account of Sigin 
to control the frequency of oscillator in known 
manner as by neans of the Miller effect. The 
actual voltage difference at the output of differ 
ential circuit, is coirolled by the instaintaneoIS 
voltages of modulators 9 and E, and these lattei' 
increase With increased difference betWee: fre 
quencies f, and F. 
An alternative arrangement for Oct3.iring a 

indication of the fregus?ncy F is shown in Fig. 8 
and comprises a, cathode ray oscillograph CR. 
io one pair of defecting elements, for example, 
the fertical pair, t.3 output of R. or R2 is fed 
and the output of the discriminator 2 is fed to 
the horizontal pair. The horizontal Scale of the 
oscilliograph the corresponds to the range of 
frequency modulation, and the vertical Scale to 
the Sun. Gif the Signal voltages tasianited and 
received. The resulting curve or trace obtained 
on the oscillograph Screen by varying the fre 
dency of OScillation cyclically is of the shape 
shown in Figure 3, the point, F on the horizontal 
Scale being an indication of the distance of the 
object fron the equiplinent location. 
A single one of the nodulation frequencies f5 

and fe also only need be used if the frequency of 
the oscillator can be varied nanually until a 
in axinua peak or niiniinuin dip (Fig. 3) on the 
cathode ray oscillograph is obtained. Such an 
arrangement is shown in. Eig. 9. Where the CScil 
lator may be at the frequency f5, So that the 
filters 5 and 6 and the nodulator is and COrl 
stant, frequency ogcillator 3 of Sig. 4 nay be 
Oinitted. The filters and 8 and the nodulator 

, as Well as the differential circuit of Fig. 
4, may ther also be oritted, as shown. She OS 
citator is this varied nanually by Eleans of 
the kaob K. 
The range of Inodulating frequencies involved 

would ba as follows, neglecting Separation dis 
tance of tian Sinitier and receiver, 

If H = 1 mile; time interval between transmitter and 
2 

receWe 186,000 SeC. 

1, 186000 

If H = 6 miles, F-S30-7,750 C. P. S. 

Except under conditions when the distance 
from the object, is Sinai compared Viti ihe dis 
taince between transmitter and receiver, direct 
pick lip by receiver from the transmitter can be 
negiected as this will oily aid the transmission 
by direct connection between transmitter and re 
ceiver. if greater accuracy is required coirection 
foi" phasig Should ne undertaken. 
There seens to be a niinier of advantages in 

the Se of a system similar to this, as compared 
Using the railection of pulses. 

asropiane, the fire 

ity of a located piane picking the 
spaia hairn Onic. 

(easily be Seal for al 
fact could pray 

a 

tra. Sinission, especially O. a. 
The sailife apaia, its can 
Ital coin. Inigaidi at in 

incise in Cduated at the Sane time, all as 
75 pect which should be useful in bind-ianding 
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of an object from a transmitter by utilising the 
reflection of electromagnetic waves and measur 
ing the phase difference which occurs at a receiver 
between the wave directly received from the 
transmitter and the wave received after reflec 
tion from said object, connprising neans for 
transmitting waves at two frequencies, means for 
cyclically varying ore frequency of the traiS 
mitted Wave, a receiver positioned at a known 
distance from said transmitter, a cathode ray 
Oscillograph, means ior applying a component 
of the Varied frequency of the transmitted Wave 
to one deflecting unit of said oscillograph, means 
for vectorially adding at said receiver the ampli 
tudes of the waves received directly from the 
transmitter and after reflection from Said object, 
and means for applying the vectorial sum of said 
anplitudes to the otheir deflecting unit of Said 
cathode ray oscillograpi, whereby a trace is pro 
duced on Said CSciliograph indicating a minimum 
vectorial surn at a particular frequency which 
is a measure of the distance of the object. 

2. Appalatus for determining the distance of 
an object from a reference point comprising a 
trail:Sinnitter and a receiver located at a known 
distance from said transmitter, said transmitter 
having ain adjustable frequency oscillator and 
means for tranSnaitting electromagnetic waves 
derived from said oscillator, said receiver being 
adapted to receive energy from the transmitted 
electromagnetic waves which are reflected from 
said object, and also directly from said trans 
mitter and containing a circuit, for vectorially 
adding said energies, a circuit connecting said 
last-mentioned circuit and said adjustable fre 
quency OScillator for adjusting the frequency of 
Said OScillator in accordance with said vectorial 
Slum So that a predeterniniined phase displacement 
existS at the receiver between the two Wave 
energies, and lineans to utilize the annount of said 
2djustinent as a lineasure of said distance. 

3. Apparatus according to claim 2 wherein the 
circuit for adjusting the frequency of said oscil 
lator includes means for producing a frequency 
adjustment of the oscillator which makes the 
vectorial sum a minimum. 

4. Appalatus for determining the distance of 
an object from a reference point comprising a 
transi initter and a receiver, means at said trans 
mitter to produce two frequencies, at least one of 
which is adjustable, means for transmitting from 
said transmitter an electroinagnetic carrier wave 
modulated by said two frequencies, said receiver 
being adapted to receive the transmitted electro 
magnetic Waves after reflection fron said object 
and also Waves directly from Said transmitter, 
said receiver comprising filters for separating the 
modulations of the received reflected waves, 
nic dulator circuiS connected to the output of 
said filters and to said frequency-producing 
means, a differential circuit connected to said 
nodulator circuit.S and adapted to add vectorially 
energies derived from the received reflected waves 
and from the waves received directly from said 
transmitter, and a circuit responsive to the out 
put of the differential device for adjusting the 
adjustable frequency at said transmitter to 
decrease the output fron said differential device 
to a minimum. 

5. Apparatus according to claim 4 wherein the 
tWo frequencies are produced by a low frequency 
oscillator and a variable frequency oscillator 
Whose outputS beat together to provide Slim and 
difference frequencies. 

6. Apparatus for determining the distance of 
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10 
an object fron a reference point Cornprising a 
train Sinitter and a receiver located at a known 
distance fron Said trar Sitter, Said transmitter 
having a low frequency osciliator and a variable 
frequency oscillator whose outputs beat together 
to provide slin aid difference frequencies, means 
for trari Sinitting from Said transfinittei' an elec 
tronagnetic carrie) Wave modulated by the free 
quency fro;in coh said oscillators, said receiver 
gaing ad d to receive the transnitted electro 
Imagiletic Waves after 'efiection from said object 
and also Waves directly from said transmitter, 
Said receiver comprising filters for separating the 
Iinodulations of the received reflected waves, a 
Cathode ray Oscillograph having two defecting 
units, Irea as to apply to One of Said units a volt 
age depending on the aimplitudes of the said sum 
and difference frequencies, and means to apply 
to Said other init the Victorial sum of the trans 
mitted and received energies corresponding to 
One of said Suin or difference frequencies. 

". The method of deterniining the distance of 
an object froin a given reference position which 
comprises generating two frequencies, translat 
ing Said frequencies into electromagnetic waves, 
radiating Said Waves in the direction of said 
object, receiving said waves by reflection from 
Said oiject, producing a first beat frequency 
between the two generated frequencies at said 
position, producing a Second beat, frequency 
between the two frequencies received by reflec 
tion fron Said okject, comparing the phases of 
said first and Second beat frequencies, and utiliz 
ing the phase displacement, therebetween as a 
Ine2Su'e of the distance of Said object from said 
position. 

8. The lethod according to claim 7 which 
coil prises the step of maintaining a constant 
relationship between the amplitudes of the first 
and second beat frequencies. 

9. The inethod according to claim 7 wherein 
at least One of the two frequencies is varied so 
as to pi'oduce variable beat frequencies, and in 
cluding the step of producing an indication of 
the frequency which is varied when a predeter 
rained phase difference exists between said firs 
and Second beat frequencies. 

i0. Apparatus for deterraining the distance of 
an object from a reference point comprising a 
transnitter and a receiver, said transmitter 
coin prising a high frequency oscillator, a low 
frequency oscillator and means for modulating 
the output of the high frequency oscillator by 
Said low frequency oscillator, filters for separat 
ing the Sun and difference frequency products 
of modulation, another Oscillator whose fre 
quency is cyclically and continuously varied, and 
means to beat the output of the last mentioned 
oscillator With one of Said Sun and difference 
frequencies, said transmitter comprising means 
to radiate Said Suir and difference frequencies 
towards Said object as modulated electromag 
netic waves, Said receiver being adapted to re 
ceive said Waves after reflection from Said Of 
ject, means fed from Said filters in Said trans 
mitter to beat said Sun and difference fre 
quencies together after the beat is produced be 
tween One of thera and the output of Said last 
mentioned oscillator, and including means to 
beat the received Sun and difference frequencies 
together, means for measuring the phase differ 
ence between the beat produced by said receiver 
beating means and the last mentioned beating 
means associated with said transmitter, and 
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means for utilizing said phase difference as a 
measure of said distance. 

11. Apparatus according to claim 10 in which 
the beat frequencies used to determine the phase 
difference measurement are also both rectified 
and the rectified components are applied differ 
entially as a gain controlling voltage to a low 
frequency amplifier forming part of the receiver, 
so as to maintain a definite relation between the 
vectorially added beat frequency amplitudes. 

12. Apparatus for determining the distance of 
an object from a reference position comprising 
a transmitter adapted to transmit in the direc 
tion of said object, a receiver located at a known 
distance from said transmitter and adapted to 
receive energy by reflection from said object, an 
oscillator connected so as to modulate the car 
rier wave of said transmitter, means to adjust 
the frequency of said oscillator, means to pro 
duce a beat between the output of said receiver 
and the output of said oscillator, means to in 
dicate the amplitude of Said beat, and means 
to deter nine the distance of Said object from 
said position by the adjustinent of Said OScilla 
tor necessary to reduce the amplitude of said 
beat to a minimum. 

13. Apparatus in accordance with claim 12, in 
which a cathode ray tube is used both as the 
indicating means and as the distance determin 
ing means. 

14. Apparatus for determining the distance of 
an object from a reference position comprising 
transmitting apparatus, means to cause said ob 
ject to transmit two different frequencies in the 
direction of an object to be located, a receiving 
apparatus located at a known distance from said 
transmitting apparatus, and adapted to receive 
the two frequencies after reflection from Said 
object, means included in said transmitting ap 
paratuS adapted to produce a beat between the 
two frequencies transmitted thereby, means in 
cluded in Said receiving apparatus to produce a 
beat between the frequencies received thereby, 
means to compare the phase of the two beats, 
and means to determine the distance of said 
object from the phase displacement of said 
beats. 
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15. Apparatus according to claim 14 in which 

the phase comparing means is a phase meter 
producing a voltage the magnitude of which is 
determined by the phase displacement and the 
distance determining means is a meter operated 
by Said voltage and calibrated in distance units. 

16. Apparatus for determining the distance of 
an object from a reference position comprising 
a transmitter located at Said position, means to 
cause said transmitter to transmit two fre 
quencies in the direction of said object, a receiver 
located at a known distance from said trans 
mitter and adapted to receive said two fre 
quencies reflected from said object, means in 
cluded in Said receiver to separate said fire 
quencies, two separate means to beat each of Said 
received frequencies, respectively, with the cor 
responding frequency as produced at said trans 
mitter, differential means to compare the ampli 
tudes of the beat frequencies produced by said 
beating means, means controlled by said differ 
ential means to adjust at least one of the fre 
quencies transmitted by said transmitter so as 
to maintain the amplitude of the beat frequencies 
at a minimum, and means to utilize the frequency 
adjustment as a measure of said distance. 
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